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Europa Clipper Update: Topics
• Schedule update
• Solar Array & REASON Update
• Magnetometer Calibration Using
Spacecraft Rolls
• Trajectory Update
• Data Storage & Downlink Prioritization
• Science Team Meeting (PSG-8) Plans
• Instrument & Flight System Hardware
• Cost Reserves Reconstitution Plan
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Europa Clipper Project-Level Lifecycle Schedule

Critical Design Review (CDR) Season

We are here

Mission System Payload Project Science Flight System

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thermal CDR 2/4–6/2020 (Pasadena)
PSG meeting #8 2/11–13/2020 (Pasadena)
Harness CDR 2/12/2020 (JPL)
Power CDR 3/31–4/2/2020 (TBD)
REASON Antennas CDR 4/14/2020 (JPL)
Magnetometer CDR (TBC) 5/27-28/2020 (JPL)
Avionics CDR 4/27/2020 (JPL, TBC)
Project & Flight System CDR 8/3-8/2020 (JPL)
Fault Protection CDR 7/15/2020 (JPL, TBC)
PSG meeting #9 9/21–24/2020 (Eugene, OR)
Mission System CDR 9/30-10/2/2020 (JPL)
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Solar Array & REASON Update
• During dynamic and static tests for
mounting tabs for REASON icepenetrating radar HF antenna on
solar arrays, the test panels cracked
• Request to REASON to move the HF
antennas to the centers of the
panels, and also to move the outer
VHF antennas inward
• REASON team performed detailed
analysis of the implications of the
antennas moves: VHF inward move
recovers about ½ the gain lost from
the previous rotation of the
antennas!
• Need to fully assess field-of-view /
keep-out zones, particularly with EIS
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Magnetometer Calibration Using Spacecraft Rolls
• Inflight calibration is required to achieve the Level-1 science of
determining ocean salinity and thickness
• Europa Clipper Magnetometer Science Team analysis shows that
inflight calibration using spacecraft calibration rolls can yield precision
better than 1 nT
• Offset drifts <0.5 pT/day have been demonstrated by 24 sensors on the
4 Magnetospheric Multi-Scale (MMS) spacecraft (same UCLA heritage)
• Projected offset drift indicates that inflight calibration on every third
Europa encounter will be sufficient: spacecraft rolls will be “split”
• Challenges: Identify 24-h periods in the appropriate magnetospheric
location where other science is retained and operational conflicts
(notably solar array charging) are minimized
Strong cooperation of ECM Science and Project teams bodes well for
accommodating spacecraft calibration rolls within flight system constraints, to
permit full recovery of Level-1 ocean and ice shell science
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Trajectory Update: 19F23
• New tour achieves a single arrival date across multiple launch options
• Characteristics:

 Europa flybys: 51
 Jupiter orbits: 77
 Ganymede: 6; Callisto: 7
 ∆V: 199 m/s
 Total ionizing dose: 2.86 Mrad
 Time of flight: 3.84 years

Groundtrack Altitudes, Highlighting COT-5

• Mission Design Team also
examining tours that include
6:1 Europa:Clipper resonance,
to examine options with
3-week flyby cadence
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Data Storage & Downlink Prioritization Planning
• Mission Operations team proposal for data storage and prioritization aims to make tour operations
straightforward and efficient, while meeting science need for data prioritization
• Downlink priority decisions are implemented by allocating data to pre-defined bins
• Provides operational flexibility and ability to respond to discoveries
• Data from small-data-volume instruments is returned quickly, and data from large-data-volume
instruments is broken up by science priority
• Downlink discussions will focus on science priority (rather than on instrument-specific allocations)
Decisional – highest priority

Encounter – downlinked this encounter

Mission – downlinked before end of mission

Opportunistic – downlinked if time available
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Science Team Meeting PSG-8: Schedule
JPL, Feb. 10–13, 2020
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Instrument Hardware Photos
EM HF REASON Antenna testing
at JPL antenna range

E-THEMIS EDU Focal Plane Module

PIMS EM Vibe Testing

SUDA Sensor Head EM
ECM fluxgate sensor

EM EIS WAC Lens

UVS FM Detector
Housing

MISE FM Telescope housing

EM EIS NAC telescope

MASPEX EM Mass Spectrometer
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Flight System: Propulsion Module Lower Cylinder
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Cost Reserves Reconstitution Plan
• At the Europa Clipper Delta Preliminary Design Review (Delta PDR) in June 2019, the Project cost
reserves (Unallocated Future Expenses, UFE) met the JPL-recommended 25% on costs-to-go
• As the required Earned Value Management (EVM) baseline was laid in across the project, and as
both flight subsystems and instruments experienced development challenges and schedule slips,
the UFE drain was greater than anticipated
• Resulted in a UFE percentage that is unacceptably low for this point in the project life cycle
• Implementing a set of actions to recover UFE
• Includes ideas such as streamlining some areas of the hardware test program, descoping some flight spare
engineering units, streamlining the system integration & test flow, relaxing some environmental requirements,
holding science team meetings less often, etc.

• Expect that some amount of UFE reconstitution will be achieved; target is the level that the Project
needs to meet at Critical Design Review (CDR), 20%; how close we’ll be to this target is TBD
• Our next project status meeting with NASA Associate Administrator Dr Zurbuchen in early March will
include a holistic evaluation of the UFE situation and may need to include recommendations for
science descopes (if needed) in order to manage within the Project’s financial resources
• We are fully committed to doing everything we can to fly the current instrument suite and
accomplish amazing science at Europa!
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